EXPERTS WITH IMPACT
FTI Reduces Reviewable Contract Population by 90% to
Beat Data Deadline in Corporate Restructuring
SNAPSHOT: FTI’S CONTRACT INTELLIGENCE TEAM WAS
TAPPED TO ASSIST A GLOBAL COMPANY WITH ITS CORPORATE
RESTRUCTURING, REQUIRING SCOPING OF HUNDREDS OF
THOUSANDS OF CONTRACTS WITHIN A SIX-WEEK TIMEFRAME.
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Using AI and clustering techniques the team reduced the reviewable
document set by 90%, then created custom protocols for fast and
accurate review of the remaining contracts. The result was an on-time
and under budget data deliverable that met filing requirements and
served as a useful input for downstream commercial applications.
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With the data set refined, the FTI team

subset of documents.

and implemented reduced the reviewable
contract population by over 90% to save the
client time and reduce costs significantly.
Also, the output produced not only met the
filing requirements, but aided the client in
related corporate commercial applications
and initiatives.
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